European and North American populations should be screened for coeliac disease
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Coeliac disease (CD) is an immune mediated enteropathy triggered by ingestion of gluten containing grains in genetically susceptible individuals. CD is associated with HLA alleles DQ2 and/or DQ8, and in the continued presence of gluten the disease is self perpetuating. To sustain the position that active screening in search of CD cases is a justified policy, we will review the WHO guidelines for disease mass screening recommendations to establish whether CD satisfies these criteria.

WHO CRITERIA FOR MASS SCREENINGS

1. Early detection of the disease could be difficult on a clinical basis.
2. The disease must be a common disorder causing significant morbidity in the general population.
3. The screening tests must be highly sensitive and specific for the target disease.
4. A treatment for the disease must be available.
5. If not recognised, the disease could result in severe complications difficult to manage.

EARLY DETECTION

CD can manifest with a previously unsuspected range of clinical presentations, including the typical malabsorption syndrome (chronic diarrhoea, weight loss, abdominal distension) and a spectrum of symptoms potentially affecting any organ or body system. As CD is often atypical or even clinically silent, the vast majority of cases remain undiagnosed for many years and exposed to the risk of long term complications.

PREVALENCE

Analysis of the world codistribution of the two key components (HLA genes and grains) involved in CD pathogenesis would predict a wide distribution of the disease, both in regions where CD is described as a frequent disorder (that is, Europe) and in areas where the disease has been historically considered rare (that is, the USA). Recent epidemiological studies conducted in these supposedly “CD free” areas suggest that the disease was indeed under diagnosed, providing evidence that CD is one of the most frequent genetically based diseases of humankind. Both typical and atypical symptoms are extremely debilitating and, if not diagnosed on time, may lead to irreversible complications, including stunted growth, osteoporosis, autoimmune diseases, or intestinal malignancies.

SCREENING TESTS

With the appreciation that the clinical presentation of CD is more heterogeneous than previously described, more sensitive and specific screening tests have been developed during the past 10–15 years. The discovery of tissue transglutaminase as the autoantigen target of the CD immune response, together with appreciation of the key role of HLA DQ2/DQ8 in CD pathogenesis, led to the development of new diagnostic algorithms that reached sensitivity and specificity close to 100%.

TREATMENT

CD is unique among autoimmune disorders in that a treatment is available. As the pathogenesis of the disease is related to the interplay between genes (both HLA and not HLA) and known environmental factors (that is, gluten containing grains) that trigger the autoimmune process, the cornerstone of CD treatment is a strict gluten free diet. Dietary treatment is associated with rapid symptomatic improvement and healing of the coeliac enteropathy, within a matter of months, and this provides additional diagnostic confirmation.

COMPLICATIONS

Given the clear role of gluten in causing autoimmunity, CD represents a unique example of an immune mediated disease for which early diagnosis and dietary treatment can prevent its severe, sometimes life threatening, complications. Patients with undiagnosed and untreated CD, as well as those diagnosed later in life, have an increased morbidity and mortality due to associated conditions. Since CD is a multisystem disorder, these patients are at risk of chronic ill health, permanent stunted growth, infertility, skeletal disorders, and malignancy. These patients also incur increased health care costs because of the multiple subspecialists and multiple laboratory tests performed until the correct diagnosis is obtained. The mortality rate at every age is twofold greater in untreated coeliacs.

FINAL REMARKS

Does CD fulfil the WHO guidelines for mass screening?

Absolutely, as five out of five major criteria are satisfied.

Why screening for CD?

Even without a cost-benefit analysis, it is intuitive that an increased awareness of the disease, coupled with a low threshold for serological testing, will uncover a large portion of the submerged CD “iceberg”. Due to the high gluten dependent morbidity related to untreated CD and the unacceptable delay with which CD patients are currently diagnosed, serological screenings are
justified to prevent both social and personal costs and to increase the quality of life of a multitude of individuals potentially affected by CD.

Who should be screened?
The need for CD mass screening of the general population will depend on the results of comprehensive, well performed, cost effectiveness analyses. Currently, the best epidemiological approach to look for CD seems to be a systematic process of case finding in which patients with symptoms and/or conditions known to be associated with CD are specifically targeted.
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